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Energy Efficient and Secured Key Based
Management in Area Monitor by WSN
K.R. Asha, M.C. Supriya

Abstract: Popular Technology for monitoring Environment,
observation of battle field, caring of health, tracking of object,
managing during various types of attack is by Wireless sensor
networks. Whenever, area which is strictly monitoring by WSNs it
has to handle all the critical situation. That is, when area affected
by radiation creates node outage problems with in the critical
areas monitoring by WSNs. For that solution should be needed
when communication problem arises between the nodes. Reliable
Transferring of information from nodes to the base station, less
utilization of energy to improve the network life time and also
along with these secure mechanisms are also needed to save the
sensed information from hostile environment. In this paper
clustering process with security mechanisms are used. Key based
security approach used to validate data inside cluster and outside
the cluster during data reaches to the base station. RSA encoding
of the data to hide data from external persons. A security
mechanism of our scheme shows that our protocol is effective in
defending against radiation attack and intentionally node attacked
hackers. Key based security approach implemented in Linux OS
and simulate it using NS2 simulator to assess its time, energy,
communication, and memory performance..
Keywords: key based security and WSN.

I. INTRODUCTION
Innovative WSNs in a very fast manner become popular
with reasonable cost, low power, and multi functionality
wireless sensor nodes. Tiny sensor devices are embedded
devices networking through wireless communication media
[1, 2]. That devices are Unified with a physical hostile
environment, which are very sensitive areas needs extreme
security. When Ever attackers, intentionally try to attack the
sensitive area through the radiation and try to hack the
information which is sensed by the nodes of WSNs .In that
situation due to radiation attack, node outage problem will be
created and sensed nodes are stopping their services by
behaving transfaulty node [22-24]. Transfaulty nodes are
sensing the information properly but failure to communicate
with neighbor nodes. This problem is not permanent,
whenever the effected of radiation is decreases, then the
communication can be achieving between the nodes with
delay of packet sending, with loss of packets and more energy
is utilized with in the nodes[25-29]. For that situation, in our
previous work we are getting solution for that problem by
considering mode transferring, efficient routing mechanisms,
clustering mechanism and data reduction mechanisms for
efficient and effective transferring of information to the base
station. But along with radiation attack, attackers hacked the

any of the nodes present in radiation attacked area to send
malicious data then security mechanism is essential to
monitor the sensitive and critical area with effective and safe
security mechanisms in a well-equipped manner. In this
paper we are focusing on different type of security
mechanisms and effectiveness of key management
techniques for enhancing and supports efficient key
revocation for compromised nodes. Minimizes the impact of
a node compromise. A security analysis of our scheme shows
effective in defending against radiation attacks that creates
trans faulty nature in nodes of WSNs. Here implement Key
based security approach used to validate data inside cluster
and outside the cluster and RSA encoding of the data to hide
data from external persons. A security analysis of our scheme
shows that our protocol is effective in defending against the
attacks. We implemented security mechanism in Linux OS
and simulate it using NS2 simulator to assess its time, energy,
communication, and memory performance and to improve
the network life time.
The main significant things presented in the manuscript helps
in easy way to improving the performance of key
management system in Wireless sensor network. The paper
also indicates research movements. Section I Discusses about
the Existing study where different review studies are
discussed for security schemes in WSN followed by
discussion of research problems. In Section II Our proposed
work is discussed. In section III gives results by simulation
concerned to the proposed mechanism. Finally, the
conclusive remarks are provided in Section IV.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Mojtaba Jamshidi et al [3] To avail better security in WSN
Key Predistribution Scheme is Applied In this paper, a
hybrid Key Predistribution Scheme uses three different keys,
primary pairwise, polynomial, and ordinary. Here J-SIM
simulator has been used to implement and its performance is
evaluated by considering network size and resiliency against
node attack. Simulation results have been compared with
various scheme to show proposed scheme is secured and
better one.
In this scheme, effectiveness of the scheme dependence
on large number of captured nodes are suitable for Key
Predistribution Scheme and not considering any other
considerations. If the node capture is low, performance of the
scheme is not good. It Works better for large numbers of node
captured by attracter compare to other schemes.
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Majid R et al [4] to avoid communication problems, uses
existing cryptographic concepts and advantages of
asymmetric encryption to get better key distribution. For
implementation, a fast modular exponentiation algorithm and
a shortest public exponential techniques will be used to
increase the node’s data computation to consume less power.
Yet there is a need of better advanced mechanisms to
improve the minimum energy utilization for algorithms to
perform data manipulation and needs investigation of other
attacks against the proposed protocol to increase its security.
Sofiane Aissani et al [5] designed for, transmit the data in
highly secured way between sensor nodes and base station,
more stability concerned to attacks, less storage utilization
for keys and less computation regarding key generation.
However this system will needs more energy during over
all operation and during Communication overhead.
Jai Prakash Prasad et al [6] for secure communication
between sensor nodes to sink node in spherical gird based
WSN, Elliptical Curve Cryptography (ECC) scheme is used.
In this technique sensor nodes are randomly distributed.
Transmission of data between sources to base station by
number of hops in fast manner and avoids communication
overheads with less packet loss.
But here, energy of each node which comes in the path will
be used because transmission is taken place hop by hop by
manner. So energy consumption will be more.
Danyang Qin et al [7] in this paper, authentication and
security is given to the nodes which is hacked by attackers.
For that distribution of key has been distributed to nodes
before deploying, security has been given to network during
network deployment and authentication to the node will
generated when it needs to communicate with other node.
Here more attention is given to security but still needs
given importance to routing for transmitting the information
from nodes to base station which will avoids the energy of the
nodes presented in the network.
Jitendra Singh et al [8] for secure communication RSA
scheme has been used to avoid problem rise during the
communication and reduce the computation complexity
arises during the key generation.
Yet it needs improve the performances and reduce the
energy utilization during communication.
Chinyang Henry Tseng et al [9] presented system for
protecting the patient’s medical data in secured way in each
and every point using Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem. To
manage a large number of sensors, clustering concept is used.
Data collected from the sensors will be transmitted to access
point and then data will be sent to main access point
However, secure communication is found in Wireless
sensor network. But secure channels is built between secure
sensors and the nearest Secure access point. There is no direct
communication with the Root Secure access point. Whenever
secures access point is damaged due to some circumstances,
then secure sensors are unable to send the data to Root secure
access point and number of secure sensors are increase. Then
there is a need of including new secure access points. This
will leads decreases in network performances.
Osman Yagan and Armand M. Makowski[10] presents
schemes for providing secure keys for sensors to achieve
more security during attack by hackers and less association
with computation complexity of the large network.
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Here there is a need of addressing the problem related to
wireless communication and use of better and efficient key
distribution scheme is needed.
Jun Zhao [11] presents concerned to security. Most critical
parameters to get connectivity even when in the presence and
absences of attacks in the networks. They also given
importance to node replication attack to achieve secure
transmission in the WSNs.
However more importance is given to get connectivity and
attack between the nodes. There is need of efficient
transmission mechanisms.
Ying Zhang et al [12] develops a dynamic key
management method. The method can achieved by updating
of dynamic keys which solve the security defense problem of
system. When the cluster heads are captured by attacker. By
the simulation indicates that this method is based on
clustering routing protocol and consuming minimum storage.
This method is stronger ability of resistance to capture.
Here yet there is need of more secure measurements to
avoid capturing of cluster heads in the network.
Chin-Ling Chen et al [13] presents analysis about secure
communication and given the scheme that supports a direct
accessing of data from the cluster to user using mobile device.
But not discussed about efficient communication by saving
energy and avoiding irrelevant communication.
Seung-Hyun Seo Et Al. [14] delivers a effective key
management protocol by using certificatelees concept to get
communication in secured way in dynamic wireless sensor
networks and by considering mobility in node. Protocol gives
efficient key updates when a node leaving or joining a cluster.
This assures forward and backward key secrecy and also
supports efficient key cancellation for compromised nodes
and decreases the contact of a node compromise on the
security of other communication links. Simulator to be used
to assess its time, communication and memory performance,
but there is need of quality of service in this work.
Jongho Won et al [15] discussing the energy problems
related concerned to the development of security measures in
WSN. Securing data aggregation is achieved by considering
security protocol without any certificate and signcryption
scheme for securing data aggregation are considered.
Computational time was minimizing but importance is not
considers for scalability measurements.
Wenliang Du et.al [16], Authors propose a key
pre-distribution scheme, this method essentially advances the
flexibility of the network related to the current schemes.
Scheme uses parameter for security. By considering the
specified values for the parameter decision will be taken
concerned to network is secure or not. Memory utilization is
taken more in this scheme, when more values consider for
security parameter. Here importance is given only to network
flexibility against node attacks but does not bother about
memory usages.
Sk.Md. Mizanur Rahutman et al [17]. Proposes Key
management, it is very much important for security in
wireless sensor networks. In current schemes establish shared
keys for all pairs of neighbor sensor nodes.
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Due to that more number of keys need to be loaded on each
sensor nodes, for that more space is need for nodes in
wireless sensor network. To avoid this, author propose a
novel key agreement protocol. In that, any two nodes that
need to communicate each other, that are independently
compute the same secret key by using pairing and
identity-based encryption properties. This will definitely
decreases space for key in node. Additionally, the security
analysis of the protocol shows that it is robust against a
number of attacks. But not discussed about effective
communication by saving energy and avoiding irrelevant
communication.
M.R. Alagheband et al [18] Authors propose a dynamic
and secure key management model for hierarchical
heterogeneous sensor networks. Secure communication is
needed in applications that uses the WSNs. However,
because of restricted communication and hardware
capabilities WSNs failure to give its service in crucial
environment. Key management very essential for security in
WSNs In this study, the authors propose a dynamic key
management structure based on elliptical curve cryptography
and sign cryption method for heterogeneous WSNs. For
prevention of SN compromise both periodic authentication
and a new registration methods are used. Author comparing
the scheme with the number of seminal hierarchical
heterogeneous WSN key management schemes, the structure
proves that, this is better in terms of communication,
computation and key storage. Yet, here it needs less
complication in computation and minimum usage of
memory.
David Sánchez Sánchez.et.al [19] Authors proposes for
mobile sensor networks apply combinatorial design theory to
pre-distribute Blundo’s polynomials. Again to increase
scalability approach is combined with Liu and Ning
polynomial evaluation optimization. This method, without a
decrease in network scalability or resiliency solves the
combinatorial design existence problem of Çamtepe and
Yener key pre-distribution scheme. This scheme has some
advantages regarding including direct pairwise key
establishment, which helps in enables authentication,
tolerance during node captures by attackers, increased
scalability and less computational and decreases
communication overhead. But to get effective scheme need
of considering other parameters like memory usage, energy
usage and effective transmission.
Sarita Agrawal et al [20] Authors proposed a novel key
update protocol in mobile sensor networks, which is used in
the health care system in efficient way. For real-time update
security for the network topology, in this scheme uses AVL
tree for dynamic updated key. By using random inputs in
mobile sensor networks key update protocol securely updates
the session key between pair of sensor nodes. Yet, some
problems like memory usage, energy efficiency need to be
addressed, one of which will gives more security issue.
Chan et al. [21] proposed the scheme whenever small scale
attack is taken in networks by generating keys which gives
the more security by considering node to node within the
network without involving the base station.
Here security is achieved with in the network but whenever
attack is taken between the nodes and base station security
measure is not taken hence security measure is needed.

The existing works discussed in the literature expose that,
key management is effective in hostile environment to secure
the data from the hackers. Hence there is need of effective
key management to transmit the data in a secure way to the
base station and along with need to give our attention to
efficient utilization of energy in the sensor nodes by using
efficient clustering mechanisms to lessen the usage of energy
of nodes are needed, avoiding the same data transmitting to
base station by data aggregation technique are needed and
also whenever radiation attack has been taken in that area ,in
that situation node behaves like a transfaulty node then
communication failure between the nodes will be taken place
for that, communication mode transfer mechanisms are
needed. For all these, our previous work will be used to
overcome the problems arises during that situations to
improve the life time of the network.
III. PROPOSED WORK
WSNs applications are needed in critical environment.
WSNs needs efficient secure mechanisms to transfer the
sensed data from member nodes to base station in secured
manner. For that, we proposed efficient key based
mechanisms to achieve. Applying secure mechanism in
wireless sensor network is not only sufficient along with that
energy efficiency, efficiency on routing, data aggregation is
needed and communication mode transfer is needed
whenever external attacks like radiation or electromagnetic
waves affect sensor nodes. This creates node outage problem
that is node will stop its services. Sensor node will Exhibits
transfaulty behavior. Hence to monitor hostile environment
in case of radiation attack and intentionally hack nodes to
send the wrong data to base station, using our previous work
concepts and secure mechanism through key management,
transfer the sensed data to base station for improve the life
time of network. Our scheme involves following for secure
and efficient transmission of sensed data during radiation
attack and intentionally attack nodes in WSNs to disturb
communication by the hackers.
The wireless sensor network are created with ‘n’ sensor
nodes.
Generating node secrete key by KGC
Sharing node secrete key with members and base station
Radiation attack on specified area
Radiation aware Communication mode adjusting is
done
Clustering of network
Selection of cluster head by stability based mechanism
Generating cluster key by cluster head
Sharing the cluster secrete key with members to achieve
Intra cluster transaction
data aggregation for avoiding continuous transaction of
same data
The aggregated data is encoded by RSA algorithm
Cluster head will use node secrete key to achieve inter
cluster security
Cluster head will transmit the data to base station along
with node secrete key.
Checking
the
node
secrete key and decode the
data in base station.
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For effective communication mode transferring our
previous work mechanism is used to work in
radiation-affected environments and intentionally hacker
hack the sensor nodes in wireless sensor network to inject
malicious data. First to continue communication in radiation
prone environment between sensor nodes, a sensor node has
dual mode of communication. That is radio frequency (RF)
communication mode and acoustic communication mode. In
normal situation sensor nodes working in RF mode whenever
radiation attack affects the node then it is switched to acoustic
mode. Communication between the nodes will be continued
and by this node outage problem will be solved in radiation
prone environment. For this we are using our previous work
and along with this if hacker hacks the wireless sensor
network created with ‘n’ sensor nodes. Each nodes in the
network having their own node secrete key and it is generated
by using key generation center then key will be shared
between the nodes and base station whenever the nodes are
going to participate.it is going utilize the key. Before
transmits the sensed data from member nodes to base station
the nodes are divided into m clusters, in each cluster, head
selection algorithm of our previous work will be used to elect
a node as head node. Head selection is based on based on
remaining energy, node coverage and mobility of the node.
The node which is having maximum remaining energy and
maximum node coverage and minimum mobility will be
elected as head node. Whenever node is elected as elector at
the time it will generated its own cluster key and it will
informed to the neighbor node. The member nodes are going
to utilize cluster secrete key and it will be generated by
simple rand function. Then member nodes with in the cluster
will forwarded the data to elector along with the cluster
secrete key. Member nodes will be validate with in the cluster
head by verifying the cluster secrete key. There is no problem
with attacker when attacker is present inside that cluster. First
level security is achieved. That is intra cluster security is
achieved. After validating received data from the members of
cluster, aggregation of data will be taken place. Before
aggregated data will be forward to the base station, encoding
of aggregated data will be taken place using RSA algorithm
in cluster head. Know the data is going outside from cluster
head to base station. Send data may be hacked by hacker.
Hackers may be leaked the data or change the data is another
problem. To overcome this, cluster head will utilize the node
secrete key. The aggregated and encode data will be
transmitted through cluster head along with the node secret
key. Whenever it will come to base station then base station
verify the node secrete key send by the cluster head and
validate the packet. Know Second level security is achieved.
If it is attacked node does not have their node secrete key at
time the base station will take care whether the key is utilize
by the particular packet is validate or not. First cluster head
key is validated after that node secrete is validate. If is not
validate it will drop entire data and it won’t waste the time to
decode the data. If it is not hacked or not modified, the
original data will be reach to base station. Keyes used in our
work is generated by using simple random function, that will
be used to avoid complication and to save memory for our
key management process.
The Remaining Energy is the amount of energy present in
a wireless sensor node at the current instance of time, is given
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by the equation (1)
REM_ Eng= E_Ginit – E_Gcons (t)

(1)

Where E_Ginit (t) is the initial energy of the node and
E_Gcons is the energy consumed by the node after the
period of time Tt and is given by the equation (2).
E_Gcons (Tt) = (N_DPT * C1) + (N_DPR * C2)

(2)

Where N_DPT is the number of data packets transmitted,
N_DPR is the number of data packets received and C1
and C2 are Constants in the range (0, 1).
Node coverage N_Dis(x) of the node is find out from ratio
of average distance with its neighbors. It is find out by the
equation (3)
(3)
Where |N(c)| gives number of neighbor’s node, x and
y is the node, Ed is the set of edges of a cluster of
network Graph G (Vx, Ed).
Mobility Mob_Node (n) of the node is calculated by
using the equation (4)
(4)
Where (xct, yct) and (xct-1, yct-1) are the co-ordinate
positions of node x at time t and t-1.
Average of the data collected by cluster members in the
cluster is calculated by avgcul (c) is find out by using (5)
i= 1

(5)

Where | MemCul(c) | is total number of members in a
cluster and data(i) is the data of the ith node in a memberset
of the cluster.
Deviation percentage, DPClu of the deviated members in the
cluster c calculated by using (6)
DPClu = (DMClu(c) / |MemClu(c)|) * 100
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nodes. Traffic in wireless sensor network is handle by CBR
traffic model. To propagate radio waves two-ray ground is
used for that purpose. To receive the signal from all the nodes
from all direction Omni directional antenna used. The
proposed scheme is evaluated by considering reduction of
energy consumption in efficient way for improve the life time
of the entire network and with secure mechanism. In the
simulation result we observed with less packet loss,
efficiently and reliable transfer of sensed data.

Input :
Nd
: set of sensor nodes in the WSN
NdSecKey : Node secrete key
Clu
: set of cluster in the network N
CluSecKey: :Cluster secrete Key
CluHead(c) : cluster head of the cluster
Memclu(c) : member set of the cluster
dataNd[n] : collected data of the sensor node n
avgClu(c ) :average of collected data in the cluster c
agdataClu[c] : aggregated data of the cluster head
DmClu[c] deviated members count of the cluster c
DTh
: Threshold to identify data deviation
DMClu(c) deviated members count in the cluster c
MTh: Threshold to decide on the data aggregation
DPClu
: deviation percentage of the deviated
members in the cluster c
1: for each cluster 'c' in the network Nd
2: for each member in cluster c
3: Generate CulSecKey with in the CluHead
4; Share CulSecKey with member in cluster
3: Collect data - dataNd[m] at the sensor node 'm along
NdsecKey
4: Transmit the data to head node with cluSecKey
5: m
CluHead(c)
6 :cluster head validate the key if the data send by the
valid node
otherwise data is not accepted by cluster head
7: data reduction phase with encode the data by RSA
algorithm
8: Computing average avgClu(c) of the collected data at
head
CluHead(c)
9: for each member 'm' in cluster c
10: diff[m] = avgClu(c)-dataNd[m]
11: if( diff[m]>DTh ) then
12: DMClu(c) ++
13: Computing deviation percentage DP of members in
cluster c
14: if( DPClu < MTh)
15: avoid the dataNd[m] from aggregation
16: else
17: add dataNd[m] into aggregation queue
18: validating member threshold at cluster head
19: NetSeckey=int(rand()*1000)
20: sending aggregate data agdataClu[c] from the
aggregation Queue
21: Find energy aware route to reach base station
22: Transmit the data to base station along with
NdSecKey
23: CluHead(c)
BS
24: base station validate the Node secrete key from the
cluster then
if it is valid then data is accepting and
decode the data by RSA algorithm
25: end for

Table-1. Simulation Parameters
Channel Type
Simulation Time
No of nodes
Area of Simulation
Transmission range

Wireless
50 ms
50,100,150,200
3000x2500 m
250m

Network Interface Type

WirelessPH

Initial energy
Energy consumption

100 Joules
0.0001 Joules/meter

Area affected by radiation

1000-2000 X-axis,
750-1500 y-axis

Range of sensing
Range of communication in
RF mode

30 m
90 m

Communication
acoustic mode

70 m

Range

in

Speed of radio frequency
signal in air

3*108 m/s

Speed of ultrasonic sound
through air

330m/s

The proposed method gives with secure way transmitting
the sensed data from sensor nodes to base station. Our
reliability and secure based data transaction with data
reduction using RSA algorithm to encode and decode the
data. Reduction of energy consumption in nodes is very less
compare to method without security and scheme considered
for effective transmission in the hostile environment. That is,
when radiation attack will cause node outage problem which
stopping the functionality of WSN's component and
intentionally node is attacked by the hacker.
Figuare-1 shows comparison of method with security and
without security in particular instant of time. Lot of energy is
reaming in nodes of WSN improves the life time of the entire
network, data can be transferred in secure way with energy
efficiently.

IV. SIMULATION ANALYSIS
The proposed method is tested on Network simulator
(NS2). Sensor nodes are distributing in the environment of
simulation. Parameters needed for our mechanisms are as
shown on Table-1. The simulation of the proposed scheme
has been checked for 50, 100,150 and 200 nodes deployed in
the 3000×2500 simulation area. Communication can
achieved using UDP communication protocol between the
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Fig. 3: Packet Delivary Ratio of nodes in Usual Method
without security

Fig. 1: Comparison of Residual energy for of 50,100,150
and 200 with security and without security.

Fig. 4: Packet Drop of nodes with security

Fig.2: Packet Delivary Ratio of nodes in with security
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Fig. 6: Through put of nodes in with security

Fig. 5: Packet Drop of Nodes Without Security
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security and without security respectively. In the proposed
method sensed data can be reliably reached to base station
with secure manner. That will be observed in the
simulation results.
By using the our method with security, we were able to
transmit data with security in faster manner as compare to
others and along with we give importance to energy
constraint of wireless sensor network in radiation affected
environment and intentionally disturb by the hackers..

V. CONCLUSION
More Achievements in the area of wireless sensor
network and wireless communication will be going on in
the recent years. Number of research and contributions are
given to the field of Engineering and Technology. That
helps with better performance in critical work in the field
of hostile environment. Wireless Sensor nodes in Wireless
senor networks provided with limited power,
whenever radiation attack is taken place in the area
monitored by WSNs and intentionally nodes are attacked
by hackers which will decreases the life time of network
and invalid data will reaches the base station.
Our approach will considers these type of accidental
events to avoid the communication failure and also
proposed a technique for improve the energy efficiency of
the nodes to increase the lifetime of network. In radiation
affected environment and along with security is also given
with in the cluster and also outsides the cluster. Data
sensed by wireless sensor are collected and reduce the
same amount of the data which will forwarded from
cluster to base station for avoiding more transaction.
Reduction of data leads less consumption of energy in an
effective way. In future work, it has been planned to give
more security measurements with in the network and
avoid the trans faulty behavior of the nodes to improve the
energy of nodes in efficient way.
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